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ABSTRACT: This paper study an alternative development of the nano soft topology which is known as moderate 

nano soft topology. Also, we define the characterization and properties are studied. Further we investigate 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 The theory of soft set was developed by 
Molodtsov, D. in 1999 [1]. It is a mathematical tool for 
handling problems involving imprecise, indeterminacy 
and inconsistent data, which was free from the 
difficulties that have troubled the usual theoretical 
approaches. Maji et al., [2] first applied soft set to 
solve the decision making problem. Shabir and Naz 
first introduced the notion of soft topological spaces, 
which are defined over an initial universe with a fixed 
set of parameters, and showed that a soft topological 
space gives a parameterized family of topological 
spaces Shabir, M., and Naz, M.[3] . The concept of nano 
topology was introduced by Lellis Thivagaret al. in the 
year 2013 [4]. Several authors [5-11] have 
contributed in soft set and nano topological spaces. 
The motive of this paper is to study about the 
modification of nano soft nano topology is called as 
moderate nano soft topology. Likewise, we study the 
MS- approximation space and also, we define their 
properties of MS-lower, MS- upper approximations 
and MS- boundary region. We discuss their properties 
and examples are defined. 

2. Preliminary  

    In this section we recall some relevant definitions. 

Definition 2.1 [4]: Let U  be a non-empty finite set of 
objects called the universe and R be an equivalence 
relation on U named as the indiscernibility relation. 
Elements belonging to the same equivalence class are 
said to be indiscernible with one another. The pair (U, 
R) is said to be the approximation space. Let X⊆U . 

(i) The lower approximation of X with respect 
to R is the set of all objects, which can be for 
certain classified as X with respect to R and 
it is denoted by LR(X).  That is,LR(X)=

 XxRxR
Ux




)(:)( ,where R(x) denotes 

the equivalence determined by x.  

(ii) The upper approximation of X with respect 
to R is the set of all objects, which can be 
possibly classified as X with respect to R 
and it is denoted by )(XUR . That is, )(XU R =

 


XxRxR
Ux

)(:)( ,where R(x) 

denotes the equivalence determined by x.  

(iii)     The boundary region of X with respect to R is 
the set of all objects, which can be classified 
neither as X nor as not -X with respect to R 
and it is denoted by BR(X). That is,  

BR(X) = )(XUR −LR(X). 

Definition 2.2 [4]: Let U be an universe, R be an 
equivalence relation on U and τR(X) = {U, ϕ, LR(X), 
UR(X), BR(X)}where X⊆U, τR(X) satisfies the following 
axioms: 

(i) U andϕ ∈ τR(X). 

(ii) The union of the elements of any sub-
collection of τR(X) is in τR(X). 

(iii) The intersection of the elements of any 
finite sub-collection of τR(X) is in τR(X). 

That is, τR(X) forms a topology on U called the nano 
topology on U with respect to X. We call (U, τR(X)) as 
the nano topological space. The elements of τR(X) are 
called nano-open sets. 

Definition 2.3: [3, 11] A soft set (F, A) denoted by FA 
on the universe U is defined by the set of ordered pairs 
FA = {(e, F (e)) : e∈E, F (e) ∈P (U)}, where F : E→P (U) 

such that F (e) =   if e∈ A. Here, F is called an 

approximate function of the soft set FA. The set F(e) is 
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called e-approximate value set or e-approximate set 
which consists of related objects of the parameter e∈ 
E. 

Definition 2.4: [3, 6, 11] A soft set (F,A) over U is said 
to be NULL soft set denoted by ϕ, if ∀e ∈ A,F(e)= ϕ. 

Definition 2.5:[3, 6, 11] A soft set (F,A) over U is said 
to be an absolute soft set denoted by ˜U, if ∀e ∈ A, 
F(e)=U. 

Definition 2.6:[ 3, 6, 11] A union of two soft sets FA 
and GB over a common universe U is the soft set (H,C), 

 where C = A∪B, and ∀e ∈ C,               

















BAifeeGeF
ABifeeG
BAifeeF

eH
)()(

)(
)(

)(  

We write    FA∪ GB= HC. 

Definition 2.7:[ 3, 6, 11] An intersection of two soft 
sets FA and GB over a common universe U is the soft 
set HC,where C = A∩B,and ∀e ∈ C,H(e) = F(e)∩G(e). We 
write FA ∩ GB = HC. 

Definition2.8:[3, 6, 11] For two soft sets FA and GB 
over a common universe U, we say that FA is a soft 
subset of G,B if (i) A ⊂ B and (ii) ∀e ∈ A, F(e) and G(e) 
are identical approximations. we write FA⊂ GB. FA is 
said to be a soft super set of GB, if GB is a soft subset of 
FA. We denote it by FA⊃ GB.          

3. MODERATE ON NANO SOFT TOPOLOGY 

Inthissection,wedefinethenanotopologic
alspaceinducedbysoftidealissaidtobe“nano 
soft ideal topological space” and their 
properties areinvestigated. 

Definition 3.1: Let U be nonempty finite 
universe,FAbe a soft set over  U where F is a  
map F : A → P (U).Let ψ : U → P (U) be another 
map defined as ψ(x) = {a : x ∈F (a)}. Then the 
pair (U , ψ) is a MS-approximation space and 
for any X ⊆U. 

(i) The MS-lower approximation is defined 
as Lψ(X) = {x ∈X : ψ(x) = ψ(y) for all y 
∈Xc}, where Xc= U −X 

(ii) TheMS-
upperapproximationisdefinedasUψ(X)={x
∈X:ψ(x)=ψ(y)forsome y ∈X}. 

(iii) TheMS-
boundaryregionisdefinedasBψ(X)=Uψ(X)
−Lψ(X). 

 

Definition 3.2: Let U be a nonempty finite set of 
objects called the universe, FA⊆FEis 
ansoftsetoverU.Then(U,ψ)isanorderedpairofMS

-approximationspaceandτψ
∗(X)={U, 

ϕ,L∗
ψ(X),Uψ

∗(X),Bψ
∗(X)}),whereX⊆U.Thatis,τψ

∗(X)f

ormsamoderatenanosofttopologyonUhavingth
eatmostfiveelementsofsoftsetandtripleordered

pairof(U,τψ
∗,E)is 

calledamoderatenanosofttopologicalspaceoverU
withrespecttoX,thenthemembersof 

τψ
∗(X)aresaidtobemoderatenanosoftopensetsi

nU. 

Example 3.3:Let U={(a, b, c, d, e, f }  be  the   
universe, E=  {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5}and 
A={e1,e2,e3}beasetofparameters.LetX={a,c,f}
⊆Usuchthatψ(a)={e1,e2},ψ(b)={e2}=ψ(c),ψ(d) 
={e1},ψ(e)={e3},ψ(f)={e1,e3}.Sincec ∈ Xandb ∈ Xc . 
ThenLψ(X)= 
{a,f},Uψ (X)={a,b,c,f},andBψ (X)={b,c}.Henceτψ(X)

={U,φ,{a,f},{a,b,c,f},{b,c}} is a moderate nano soft 
topologicalspace. 

Definition 3.4: Let FA⊆FEbe a soft set over U 
and (U , ψ) be a MS- approximation space and 
X ∈U. We define the characterization of five 
basic types of moderate nano soft topological 
space as followsas: 

(i) IfLψ(X)= 𝜙 andUψ(X)=U,thenτψ(X)={U,

𝜙  }iscalledasMNS-indiscretetopology 
onU. 

(ii) IfLψ(X)=Uψ(X)=U,thentheMNS-
topology,τψ(X)={U,𝜙,Lψ(X)}. 

(iii) IfLψ(X)= 𝜙 andUψ(X)=U,thenMNS-
topology,τψ(X)={U,𝜙,Uψ (X)}. 

(iv) If Lψ(X) = 𝜙  and Uψ(X) =U,  

thenMNS-topology 

τψ(X) = {U, 𝜙, Lψ(X), Bψ(X)}. 

(v) If  Lψ(X) =  
Uψ(X),whereLψ(X)=𝜙andUψ(X)=U,thenMN
S-discretetopologyon τψ(X) = {U, 𝜙, Lψ(X), 
Uψ(X), Bψ(X)}. 

Proposition 3.5: Let FA be a soft set over U and 
(U,ψ)is an approximation space .Then 

(i) Lψ(X)⊆X⊆ Uψ(X) 
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(ii) Lψ(ϕ)=ϕandUψ (ϕ)=ϕ  

(iii) Lψ(U)⊆U⊆ Uψ(U) 

(iv) Lψ  (X⋂𝑌)= )()( YLXL    

(v) )()()( YUXUYXU    

(vi) )()()( YLXLYXL    

(vii) )()()( YUXUYXU    

(viii) )()(),()( YUXUYLXLYX    

(ix) CCXLXU )]([)(    

(x) CCXUXL )]([)(    

(xi) ]([))(( XLXLU    

(xii) ]([))(( XLXLL    

(xiii) ]([))(( XUXLU    

(xiv) ]([))(( XUXUU    

Proof: 

    (i),(ii) and (iii) is directly from the definition. 

    (iv) Let u )()( YLXL   .Then u )(XL and 

u )(YL .By definition, u X ,          

CXvvu  )()(  and u Y
CYzzu  )()(   which implies that u YX 

,
CC YXvvu  )()(  =

)()( YXLuYX C   . Conversely, let 

)( YXLu   , u YX  , )()( vu  

CYXv )(  .Therefore we have Xu , Yu ,

)()( vu   CC YXv  .Also, we have 

)()( YLXL  
CYXv )(  .Therefore, we 

have u X , 
CXvvu  )()(  and u Y

CYzzu  )()(  ,which implies that u

)(XL and u )(YL .Since   u )( YXL  

.Hence Lψ  (X⋂𝑌)= ).()( YLXL    

(v) Let u ).( YXU   We have )()( vu   for 

some v YX  .Therefore we can )()( vu    for 

some v X  and  )()( vu    for some v Y .Since 

u )(XU and u )(YU  . That is u )(XL

)(YL  .Hence ).()()( YUXUYXU  
 

(vi) Let u )(XL ).(YL We have  u )(XL or 

u )(YL  .Since u X , 
CXvvu  )()(  or  u

Y , 
CYzzu  )()(  .Therefore, in particular   

u YX  , )()( vu  
CYXv )(  .Since 

CC XYXYXX  )( ,  u

)( YXLx   . Hence

)()()( YLXLYXL  
 

(vii) Let  u )(XU )(YU  .We have  u

)(XU or u )(YU  ,which implies that  

)()( vu   Xv  or .)()( Yzzu 

Therefore, we have YXvvu  )()(  .Thus, 

u )( YXU    .Hence

)()()( YUXUYXU   .Conversely, let u

)( YXU    in particular   u YX  ,

)()( vu    for some YXv   . Since u , 

Xvvu  )()(  or  u , 

Yyyu  )()(  .Both the above conditions 

imply thatu )(XU or u )(YU  .Thus, u

 and so

)()()( YUXUYXU    .Hence

).()()( YUXUYXU    

(viii) Let YX   and u )(XL  ,which implies that  

)()( vu   CXv . As CC XY  ,

.)()( CYzzu  Thus, u )(YL  .We get 

).()( YLXL   Now let )(XLv   ,that is   

)()( zv   Xv .Since YX   ,

.)()( Yzzv  Thus, )(YLv   .We get 

).()( YUXU    

X

Y

)( YXU  
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(ix) Let u )()]([ CCC XLUXL   .Then u U
, u )( CXL .This gives that )()( vu     for some 

XXv CC  )( , thus, u ,U )()( vu     for 

some Xv , and so u )(XU . Conversely, let u

)(XU .Then, u ,U )()( vu     for some 

Xv , So that u )( CXL that is u )( CXLU 

.Thus u CCXL )]([  . Hence 

.)]([)( CCXLXU    

(x) Let u )()]([ CCC XUUXU   .Then u U
, u )( CXU .By definition )()( vu     for all 

CXv .This shows that u X because otherwise, if  

u ,XU  )()( vu    which contradicts the 

above condition .Thus u X , )()( vu     for all 

CXv , and so  u )(XL . Conversely, let u

)(XL .Then, by definition u ,X )()( vu     

for all 
CXv , which gives  u )( CXU that is, u

)( CXUU  .This implies that u CCXU )]([  . 

Hence .)]([)( CCXUXL    

(xi) From (i) we get ))(()( XLUXL    

.Consider ))(( XLUu  .Then we have u

)()( vu    for some )(XLv  . By definition 3.1 

we have Xv , .)()( CXzzv  As 

)()( vu    ,we get .)()( CXzzu  Thus, 

u
CX  that is, u X and so  get )(XLu 

).()( YLXL   Hence ))(()( XLUXL    

and now we conclude that )).(()( XLUXL  
 

 (xii) From definition 3.1 we have 

)()(:)({))(( yxXLuXLL   for all 

}))(( CXLv  . By (i) we have XXL )( which 

gives
CC XXL )( .Thus in particular we have 

)()(:)({))(( yxXLuXLL   for all 

}))(( CXLv  ).(XL
 

(xiii) By (i) we have )())(( XUXLU   . 

Conversely, if ))(( XLUv   ,then by definition 

3.1, either   )(XUv   or 

.)]([)()( CXUzzv   If )(XUv  then 

we get our required result .In the later case 

)()( zv    for some  
CXUz )]([   so that 

)(XUz   that is )()( wz    for all  .Xw  

But then, ),()( zv   ),()( wv    for all  

.Xw  (i).Therefore ,we have 
CXLv )]([  that is 

)())(( XUXLUv   ,by (xi) 

))(()( XLUXU    .Hence 

)).(()( XLUXU    

(xiv) By (i)  )())(( XUXUU   . For the reverse 

inclusion, let ))(( XUUu   ,then by definition 

3.1,  )()( vu   for some  )(XUv  that is 

)()( zv    for some Xz  .This implies that 

)()( zu    for some Xz  .So, )(XUu  .Thus 

)())(( XUXUU   .Hence 

)).(()( XUUXU    

Proposition 3.6: Let (U,τψ
∗,E)   be moderate nano soft 

topological space and FA be a soft set over U and (U,ψ)  

is an approximation space .Then for any X )(UP , 

either both )(, XUvu   or )(, XUvu   

Proof: If )(XUu  then )()( vu   for some 

Xz .But, as, )()( vu    ,so )()( zv    for 

some Xz .This implies that )(XUv  . 

Definition 3.7: Let (U,τψ
∗,E) be a moderate soft nano 

topological space over U . The moderate nano soft 
closure of 'NF  is the soft set. That is Mscl( 'NF ) =

':'{ nn GG is moderate nano soft  closed and 

}.'' nn GF  Clearly Mscl( 'NF ) is the smallest 

moderate nano soft closed set that containing 'NF . 

Definition 3.8: Let (U,τψ
∗,E) be a moderate soft nano 

topological space over U. The moderate nano soft 
interior of 'NF  is the soft set. That is Msint( 'NF ) =

U
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':'{ nn OO is moderate nano soft open and 

}.'' nn FO  Clearly Msint( 'NF ) is the largest  

moderate nano soft open set that is contained in 'NF . 
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